
SWING DANCE
(West Coast)



WHAT IS WEST COAST SWING

● A partner dance with roots in Lindy Hop. It is characterized by a 
distinctive elastic look that results from its basic 
extension-compression technique of partner connection, and is danced 
primarily in a slotted area on the dance floor.

● This is a partner dance where one person will act at the LEADER (generally 
the male), who takes the lead my initiating movements and the other person 
acts as the FOLLOWER (generally the female) who accepts the movements 
initiated by the LEADER.

● Most of the responsibility of learning the moves falls on the LEADER 
however, the FOLLOWER can really help by knowing the specific aspects of 
the moves well (like turns, dips, directions, etc.) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lindy_Hop


CHECK THIS OUT…..

● This is a YouTube Performance of a West Coast Swing Dance Competition.  
Pretty awesome to work when there is good partnering….

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66ME7lIXBSc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66ME7lIXBSc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66ME7lIXBSc


WHY SWING DANCE

● Cooperative social activity that helps students to practice 
and enhance their social skills

● Meets the rhythm and movement 8th grade physical 
education state standards

● Introduce students to a life skill that they may find 
themselves utilizing at different points in their life

● Practice the 8 Character Traits on a daily basis
● Learn to respect and work together with a partner



GOAL- SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Perform a partner choreographed, 11 move Swing Dance Routine to music using 
correct movement patterns in sync with music. 

This dance will account for a significant % of your participation grade in the quarter 
that you will be in the unit.



LEARNING TARGETS
● I will be able to explain and demonstrate the different terminology associated 

with Swing Dance
● I will learn and perform 10 predetermined dance moves with correct 

movement patterns
● I will work cooperatively with a partner utilizing the 8 Character Traits, 

specifically, respect and self discipline
● I will perform the full choreographed routine (11 total moves) to music with my 

partner



Every single move in this Swing Dance Routine will incorporate some aspects of 
the following Terminology. These are foundational and fundamental to know for 
this unit:

● Leader and Follower

● Open and Closed Danced Position

● The "Basic" Foot Pattern

● Inside and Outside Turn

KEY TERMINOLOGY



● The LEADER takes the Lead on all of the moves (in a traditional male/female partnering, the male 

would be the Lead).  The Lead will use different angles, tensions, levels to “communicate” the 

moves to the FOLLOWER.

● The Follower is responsible for submitting themselves to the initiative taken by the Lead.  

For example, the Lead will take the Follower and intentionally turn then in a certain direction to produce an 

Inside or Outside Turn, or may pull or push their Follower to draw them into an arm position, or away for a 

spinout.  

The boys in this unit have a HUGE responsibility to learn the moves.  For same sex pairings, one person 

needs to take responsibility and be the LEADER.

LEADER AND FOLLOWER



2 DANCE POSITIONS

Leader has palms up
Follower palms down
Elbows bent, facing each other
Feet straight

Leader has right arm behind followers 
lower back
Follower uses left hand to cup Leaders 
right hand around shoulder height
Follower rests right hand on Leaders 
left shoulder
Feet pointed towards each other

OPEN DANCE POSITION CLOSED DANCE POSITION



HAND POSITIONS
OPEN DANCE POSITION CLOSED DANCE POSITION

Leader has palms up
Follower places hands in palms
Loose, relaxed grip

Follower               Leader Leader                 Follower

Leader has left hand up and right hand 
on shoulder blade of follower
Follower places right hand on Leader’s 
left hand and Left hand on Leader’s 
right shoulder



THE "BASIC" FOOT PATTERN
You will be using a "Basic" dance footwork pattern between each move performed 
in the dance. This "Basic" pattern will be performed from either the Open or 
Closed Dance Position. 

The pattern follows a "Slow" "Slow" "Quick" "Quick" Tempo. 

The Leader always start with Right Foot and Follower "shadows" with Left Foot

Watch the following videos to see what the Basic footwork pattern looks like from 
both Open and Closed dance position



Check out this video that demonstrates the Basic from Open Dance Position

Basic Foot Pattern (from Closed Dance Position)

Basic Foot Pattern (from Open Dance Position)

THE “BASIC” FROM OPEN AND CLOSED DANCE 

https://vimeo.com/142277434
https://vimeo.com/142277434
https://vimeo.com/142289976
https://vimeo.com/142289976


The Outside Turn can be performed from both the Open and Closed Dance 
Position

To perform an Outside Turn, the Leader will use their left hand to turn the Follower 
clockwise, to the Left, away from their body. 

OUTSIDE TURN



OUTSIDE TURN FROM OPEN POSITION

Dancers are about bent arms length apart 
in Open Dance Position

Follower       Leader

Lead lifts Left arm and takes the Follower 
AWAY from his body and to the other side
Follower turns clockwise as she travels
Lead takes a step forward 

Dancers have exchanged sides and are 
back in Open Dance Position where they 
will immediately perform 2 Basic Steps



OUTSIDE TURN FROM CLOSED POSITION

Dancers begin the Outside Turn in Closed 
Dance Position

Lead lifts Left arm and takes the Follower 
AWAY from his body and to the other side
Follower turns clockwise as she travels
Lead takes a step forward 

Dancers have exchanged sides and are 
back in Closed Dance Position where they 
will immediately perform 2 Basic Steps



Check out these videos of an Outside Turn from Open & Closed Dance Position

Outside Turn (from CLOSED DANCE POSITION)

Outside Turn (from OPEN DANCE POSITION)

OUTSIDE TURN VIDEOS

https://vimeo.com/142186843
https://vimeo.com/142186843


The Inside Turn can be performed from both the Open and Closed Dance Position

To perform an Inside Turn, the Leader will use their left hand to turn the Follower 
counter clockwise, to te Right, across their body. 

INSIDE TURN



INSIDE TURN FROM OPEN POSITION

Dancers are about bent arms length apart 
in Open Dance Position

Lead lifts Left arm and takes the Follower 
ACROSS his body (inside) and to the other side
Follower turns counter-clockwise as she travels
Lead takes a step forward 

Dancers have exchanged sides and are 
back in Open Dance Position where they 
will immediately perform 2 Basic Steps



INSIDE TURN FROM CLOSED POSITION

Dancers begin the Inside Turn from 
Closed Dance Position

Lead lifts Left arm and takes the Follower 
ACROSS his body (inside) and to the other side
Follower turns counter-clockwise as she travels
Lead takes a step forward 

Dancers have exchanged sides and are 
back in Closed Dance Position where they 
will immediately perform 2 Basic Steps



Check out these videos of an Inside Turn from Open & Closed Dance Position

Inside Turn (from Closed Dance Position)

Inside Turn (from Open Dance Position)

INSIDE TURN VIDEOS

https://vimeo.com/142187302
https://vimeo.com/142187302
https://vimeo.com/142268815
https://vimeo.com/142268815


As your Summative Assessment for this unit, you will be required to memorize and 
perform a 11 move Swing Dance Routine in a specific order to a specific song.  
There will be several songs that may be chosen- each with a slightly different 
tempo.  As part of this assessment, you will have to perform the dance at the 
tempo determined by the music.

10 of the moves will be defined and taught.  The 11th move, you and your partner 
will have to “make up” and use as the finishing move of the performance.  

SWING DANCE PERFORMANCE



An important aspect of this unit is the 8 Traits of Character- having respect, 
kindness, self discipline, good judgement, perseverance, integrity, courage, and 
responsibility.  These will all come into play during this unit.

In addition to the 8 Traits, Etiquette is an important aspect as well.  

Therefore, the class will self-select their partner.  Boys will be encouraged to ask a 
lady in the class to dance and the lady that is chosen can not the turn the guy 
down.  It takes a ton of Courage for someone to approach and ask someone to 
dance (especially in the real world) and because of this it is important to be 
respectful.   

WHO WILL BE YOUR SWING DANCE PARTNER?



SWING DANCE MOVES (IN THIS ORDER)

1. Outside Turn
2. Girls Reverse Turnout
3. Man’s Wrap
4. Outside/Double Inside
5. Egg Beater
6. Slide Sequence 

7.  Triple Cuddle

8.  Rock Step (3x)

9.  She Go, He Go

10.  Pretzel

11.  Make up a move

You will learn the following moves in this particular order.  Most of the moves 
will have an instructional video that you can watch to help you better 
understand how to perform them during class:



Instructional videos have been made for most of the moves so that you can watch 
them at anytime, anywhere to practice them.  It is important in these videos to look 
for open vs. closed, inside vs. outside turns, and where to fit in the Basic Footwork 
Pattern.  

Good luck!!!!   

INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS


